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In the Issue I editorial (Dec 2021), I argued about starting. That 
critical step to anything you yearn for. The sole determinant 
and truth teller on whether you lose or win. Without starting, 
you cannot tell if  you will lose or win. 'The best way to get 
started is to quit talking and begin doing', said Walt Disney. But 
having started, then what? The bullet may not hit the target on 
your first 'fire'. It means you have to go at it again and again. 
And again!  It is called persistence. 

Angela Duckworth expounds on this spirit and terms it GRIT 
in her best-selling book by the same title. It is the spirit of  
persistence or grit that brings you this second issue of  Kiirua 
Pulse. Undeterred by the drop in the excitement occasioned by 
the launch of  a new project, the editorial team has weathered 
any inertia to put this issue together. It is easier to start actually; 
to persist requires a little more, or at least equivalent, effort. It is 
no mean feat delivering amidst boredom, which is what any 
project that lacks novelty and just calls on routine demands of  
everyone.

The issue follows in the successor's format in terms of  flow of  
content and representative sections. In the place of  the CEO's 
desk we hear from the foundress of  St Theresa. In a first of  
kind article, we get a written review from a client of  ours. The 
pool of  contributors has been added by the inclusion of  
medical officer interns. Equally interesting is the section on 
news features and highlights. Our editorial abilities have been 
stretched on what to include and leave out to market a year that 
saw many wins for our facility. From getting level V licensing by 
the medical council, getting internship training status to 
winning a country wide award, the list is endless (well, almost). 
Did I mention the strategic plan launch? You will enjoy all that 
by the end of  the issue.

First things first, circa 1967! Probably you were not born then. 
Neither was this hospital. A marshland without signs of  
human habitation is what welcomed our foundress Sr Maria 
Pia when she landed from Italy. She takes us down memory 
lane and introduces us to a significant benefactor, Trame 
Africane Onlus, a team that has achieved so much with so little. 
They continue to partner with us and have shared 
heartwarming pictures to tell a thousand words about their 
story of  impact and relevance.  

When last did you sit down and just ventilate to a friend? Yeah, 
gossip is not that bad after all. On the backdrop of  mental 
health challenges facing healthcare workers in the country and 
behold, we get tips on taking care of  our health. Filling our 
cups so we can pour forth health to our patients. Then we have 
byte upon byte of  information from the various clinical 
departments. You get the luxury to choose where to start, for 
this issue we have started at MCH, then medicine, theatre. 
Obstetrics and the story continues. The shared patients' 
experiences with our services will warm your heart and inspire 
you to do more for the next patient. 

How does one become a mortician? You all know who can 
answer that question. He has answered it in flowing detail in the 
staff  feature segment. Entertainment has been served as per 
usual courtesy of  our multitalented duo of  editors before we 
conclude with the pictorial celebrations of  the numerous 
milestones. The aim may be to order the articles in chronology, 
but each stands as an independent piece and this newsletter can 
be read from whichever cover, or from the centre. 

What next then? Persistence! The patient testimonies and the 
landmark celebrations shared here needed not wait for the 
ritualistic end of  the year release of  the newsletter. This is our 
next frontier in the persistence, continuous release of  these 
articles through blogs in our website. We welcome everyone 
ready now to submit their ideas in the form of  articles and we 
shall incorporate them as early as January onto the blog.

For now sit back, relax, and calm your heart rate in synch with 
Kiirua pulse Issue 2. 

EditorialEditorial

Dr. Stanley Aruyaru, Editor In Chief

Persistence
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I had with surprise and joy in my hands the interesting 
magazine The Kiirua Pulse issue 001 and the smiling faces of  
the authors of  the articles stimulated me to tell them 
something about the path that this Hospital has made from its 
beginning to today. I could start with "ONCE UPON A 
TIME" and this takes us to January 1967 in Kiirua………

A stony meadow with stagnant water welcomed us, Little 
Sisters of  St. Therese of  the Child Jesus, and my dreams as a 
young Sister just arrived from Italy to work here in a Maternity 
/ Hospital. There was no shadow of  a building or village; even 
we had no knowledge of  the geographical place, the culture or 
the language of  these people who hosted us.
 
It was a beginning from nothing by trusting in the presence of  
God next to us and rolling up our sleeves with constancy, 
patience and enthusiasm. The tiny seed we planted brought 
this hospital to where it is today. How much gratitude we owe! 
Blessed be God! How many memories of  mothers who 
confidently brought their children to be treated and I 
remember with pain the many deaths caused by measles; how 
many nights spent next to the bed of  a seriously ill person or a 
mother in labor; or a run in the middle of  the night to transfer a 
patient in need of  caesarean section to the hospital. So many 
memories, so many! That's why a small dispensary/maternity 
always full of  patients has turned into St. Theresa Mission 
Hospital-Kiirua. 
It was not only the desire or dreams of  a Sister but the constant 
presence of  patients in increasing numbers, their needs to be 
treated better and better, the need to know more deeply the 
pathologies to give adequate care. Sometimes patients made 
me this prayer: Sister buy us a machine that can see the evil inside us 
and find the necessary cure. 

Finances were scarce, a path not easy to employ qualified 
people, buy machinery. It was a slow walk of  small steps, 
always flanked by providence that has allowed us to get to the 
current state.

I recall the time spent in dialogue with the Lord, presenting to 
Him the needs of  so many patients, speaking to Him with faith 
and hope. God does not disappoint and He has sent us a group 
of  benefactors "Trame Africane Onlus", and with them and 
other small groups we have come this far. The gratitude is 
immense. 

Our labors are consoled by the fact that we are here in this 
isolated place, being able to help so many who probably would 
not have arrived alive in another hospital. The gratitude 
towards God, the benefactors, and the Staff  is great, all 
together we are here to keep high the value of  the Hospital 
care.

For me that distant day in January 1967 is a source of  faith, life 
and courage, of  constant commitment and love for brothers 
and sisters who, entering in my heart become part of  me.

I love you all with a deep thank you, dear staff  and patients. 

“We know that the road is still long, satisfying everyone will not be 
possible, improvement is always in progress unfortunately slowed down 
by the scarcity of  financial means but the union and involvement that 
there is in the Staff  of  the whole Hospital leads to trust and hope of  

always being able to give the best to our patients.”

Word	From	The	FoundressWord	From	The	Foundress

Sr.Maria Pia Santandrea, Hospital Foundress

Once Upon a Time, in 1967!
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It is not easy, but I will try to describe briefly who we are and what our values 
are in Trame Africane. We are volunteers with a shared dream: we give people 
who live in extremely difficult situations, in particular those from Africa, a real 
opportunity to take control of  their lives and change their destiny. 

The huge poverty of  some African areas deprives their inhabitants of  
everything, including the ability to take action for their own future. These poor 
people must be given a chance in life to:

Doing	So	Much	With	So	LittleDoing	So	Much	With	So	Little

By Pasquale Coppola

... to realise their own dreams

... grow … study

... take care of  themselves ... recover their dignity

... never to feel alone
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As a famous Chinese proverb says “Give a man a fish and you 
feed him for a day; teach a man to fish and you feed him for a 
lifetime.” We try to teach people to fish rather than give them 
fish.

Training addressing health and hygiene, education, 
professional training, jobs and infrastructures: these are all 
instruments with which we ensure, through the Machaka 
Project, an opportunity of  redemption to those who are 
doomed to an ill-fated life.

Many goals are achieved through the collaboration with the 
Little Sisters of  St. Therese of  the Child Jesus, who are 
local partners in the region of  Meru in Kenya, and a lot of  
other friends who every day choose to support us in creating a 
chain of  solidarity to which new rings are constantly added.

The Domestic School, a beadwork school-workshop for 
single mothers and mothers in need; the Healthcare 
Programme for the elderly; the Kindergarten for 2-5 year 
old children saved from the streets; the constant support to 
the Orphanage; the Computer School for the boys of  the 
village; the Scholarship Programme, thanks to which the 
Association supports hundreds of  students from primary and 
secondary schools and other young people attending 
University. 

And in an attempt to control the health emergency that 
plagues the region, taking thousands of  lives every year, the 
following steps have been taken: the setting up of  a 
Dispensary in the village of  Machaka and the 
modernizing and expanding of  the St. Theresa of  Kiirua 
hospital, which has quickly become a reference point for the 
whole area and which also supplies appropriate medical care 
for over one hundred thousand people every year.

All this is a great commitment that we carry forward thanks to 
the many friends who help and encourage us. And all through 
simple word of  mouth, which seems to be miraculous!

Friends, relatives, ordinary people, entrepreneurs, entertainers 
and sport champions are all “special” people who have 
graciously chosen to support us actively rather than just watch. 
This is the spirit that inspires us, supported by an 
organizational simplicity which we want to remain pure. All 
funds raised are aimed exclusively at those who need them.

People who work with Trame Africane do not receive 
compensation or reimbursement of  expenses. They are “real” 
volunteers whose deep conviction is that anyone who wants to 
support an association like ours should do it because he/she 
shares the desire to help the less fortunate: the only true 
reward is the joy of  giving wholeheartedly.
This is the only way our efforts and energies can directly reach 
the people in need, with no money wasted along the path.

This is the secret that allows us to do so much with so 
little.

 Pasquale Coppola is the President of  
The Trame Africane Onlus 

Our mission...
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Congratulations,  you are pregnant!
This phrase is received mostly with bitter sweet emotions 
ranging from elation to anxiety and fear of  bringing forth 
new life. Once the wave of  emotions settle, the first 
decision of  your pregnancy is usually when and who to tell? 
Partners, family, and close friends are usually top of  the list. 
Most people however wait at least until the end of  the first 
trimester to share the news. The reasons are as diverse as our 
personalities. For some, it's because of  the taboos around 
pregnancy that telling is bad luck and we should therefore keep 
the good news to ourselves rather than risk a malicious and 
'evil eye' taking your baby away. Others, the fear of  miscarriage 
decreases as the pregnancy progresses and most people are 
comfortable only sharing news at an advanced stage, for 
others, privacy is just that sacred (Until it isn't and we can all 
see the baby bump).
 
Whatever the reason, it is every potential mother's dream to 
have a healthy, enjoyable pregnancy journey and eventually a 
safe delivery. However at times this is not always the case as 
many women and newborns suffer morbidity and mortality 
within the course of  pregnancy and childbirth. It is therefore 
important to start your antenatal care as soon as you know you 
are pregnant so that you and you baby can be well taken care 
of. At the Antenatal clinic we will;

• Check the health of  you and your baby
• Give you useful information to help you have a healthy 
 pregnancy, including advice about healthy eating 
 and exercise.
• Discuss your options and choices for your care 
 during pregnancy, labour and birth.
• Part of  Our MCH team
• Answer any questions you may have

Danger signs to look out for during pregnancy include;
• Per vaginal bleeding.
• Drainage of  liquor.
• Severe abdominal pain.
• Severe headache.
• General body swelling especially face/hands.
• Reduced fetal movements.
• Fever and paleness

In addition, partners and family are encouraged to be involved 
in the overall healthcare of  the mother and the baby. They 
should be well aware of; 

• The expected delivery date.
• Site of  delivery and the skilled attendant.
• Identity of  the birth companion.
• Means of  transportation to be used before,
  during labor and after delivery.
• Identification of  possible blood donors in case of  need.
• A decision maker in case of  any emergency.
• Mothers postpartum contraception plans and 
 subsequent reproductive goals.

Visit us at our Antenatal Clinic and let us walk 
the pregnancy journey with you. 

Winnie Makena is a 
Registered Nurse working in 

MCH

By Winnie Makena    

Baby	Loading………..Baby	Loading………..
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It is said that a human body can only bear up to 45 del(units) of  
pain. Yet at the time of  giving birth, a mother feels up to 57 
del(units) of  pain. This is similar to 20 bones being fractured at 
the same time. Imagine that! And then imagine after bearing 
the excruciating pain of  labour and childbirth, there is no 
bundle of  joy to embrace but rather a dark cloud of  pain on 
loss of  either the baby or the mother. 

Truth be told, pregnancy and childbirth is not without its risks. 
Whether you are having a normal delivery or C-section, 
sometimes complications might arise. Pre-term labour is also 
on the rise due to several factors precipitated by our 
environment. Among the very many other choices and 
decisions we will make along the pregnancy journey, which 
hospital to go for delivery is preeminent. Every mother's wish 
is to have the best experience in those moments of  transition 
from goodbye tummy to hello mommy. 

The nerve wracking question usually is….

...how safe are you and your baby in your chosen 
hospital's hands? How safe is St. Theresa Mission 
Hospital-Kiirua for your maternity experience? 

To answer the latter, our maternity is well equipped with state 
of  the art technology that includes a cardiotocography 
machine (CTG) and also has a skilled team comprising of  a 
resident gynaecologist, medical officers and nurses who have 
undergone several EmONC (Emergency, Obstetrics and 
Neonatal Care) and MOST(Maternity and Obstetrics) training 
to equip them with the knowledge and skills to handle 
pregnancy and childbirth complications. In addition, we have a 
resident paeditrician and paediatric critical care nurses to take 
of  your baby in case of  any eventualities. NICU services are 
also available.

Worried about pain? We have an option of  labour anaelgesia and 
a ready team of  anaestheologists to answer any questions you 
might have about it.

Curious about capacity? Our maternity wing has a maximum of  
60 maternity beds and 25 NBU cots. We also have a private 
wing for those who relish solitude. 

The WHO states that a positive maternity experience should 
meet a woman's personal and socio-cultural beliefs and 
expectations in every setting. This includes giving birth to a 
healthy baby in a clinically and psychologically safe 
environment, assisted by kind and competent caregivers. We at 
STMH-K strive to do this with a touch of  merciful love. 

…….to childbirth.
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By Carol Wanjiku 

A view of  our modern new born unit
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By Peter M'Gaiti

Our theatre has grown from a simple operating room where male and female staff  used to share one changing room.  The hot oven 
for sterilization was manned by a watchman and staff  used to work in other departments and only report to theatre when there was 
a procedure. Often such cases would be done in the evening as the surgeon had to drive from far off. 

As the years went on, growth was inevitable.  Staff  got allocated in theatre and not only was a surgeon available, more 
doctors/surgeons started patronizing our theatres. This brought with it the need to train more nurses and support staff  and 
increase working hours-sometimes overnight in order clear the list of  surgeries. 

We now have grown to operating from 'head to toe' with almost all specialities represented. We do all types of  surgeries including 
neurosurgery, eye surgeries, ear nose and throat (ENT), maxillofacial, spine surgeries, general surgeries, gynaecological surgeries, 
urological surgeries, orthopaedic surgeries and have embarked on minimally invasive surgeries like arthroscopies and 
laparoscopies. 

This is made possible by our team of  resident surgeon, gynaecologist, perioperative nurses, and dedicated support staff  who team 
up with different visiting surgeons who have made it their routine to give services in our facility. This makes us the preferred 
surgical point with patients coming from all counties in Kenya and abroad for surgical intervention. 
We continue to welcome all as we look forward to venturing into open heart surgeries and kidney transplants in future.  We 
welcome it with both hands.    

Peter M'Gaiti, is a Preoperative Nurse & Theatre in Charge

Our	Theatre	Story

We	Welcome	Growth	With	Both	Hands:We	Welcome	Growth	With	Both	Hands:

Welcome to the St Theresa Mission Hospital - Kiirua 
theatre where we meet all your surgical needs.
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“I can't breathe and I'm vomiting a black substance.”
 The words of  K.M, a 26 years old who had been rushed to hospital by 

relatives to attend his life saving dialysis session.

What is dialysis? 
This is the artificial removal of  waste products, excess fluid, 
toxins and excess salts from the body.

It aims to buying time until a kidney transplant is possible, 
sustain life for those ineligible and protect kidney from injury 
for those at risk e.g. in acute 
poisoning.

Types         

• Peritoneal dialysis
• Hemodialysis 
                                          

Indications for dialysis                                                
• Acute poisoning
• Electrolyte imbalance
• Uremia
• Acute kidney injury
• Metabolic acidosis
• Fluid overload that diuretics can't relieve 
• Chronic kidney illness with lowered GFR (10—15)
• Severe heart failure precipitated by suboptimal kidney
  function.

Challenges faced
• Lack of  psychosocial support leading to low morale 
• Lack of  adherence to medications
• High cost of  some medication 
• Lack of  dietary compliance
• Poor compliance to dialysis sessions
• Travelling long distances to access dialysis services
• Comorbidities
• High cost of  dialysis sessions to those without medical
  insurances.

The hospital offers personalized dialysis services through a 
multi-displinary team, comprising of  the resident physicians, 
dedicated clinicians, medical officers, psychologists, 
nutritionists and the specially trained renal nurses who 
manage the unit.

The hospital boasts of  a well-stocked pharmacy, fully 
equipped laboratory and the state-of- art Dialysis Unit with 
10 functional dialysis Machines capable of  handling over 
30 patients in a day, making St Theresa Mission Hospital  - 
Kiirua an epitome of  renal health. The wide network with 
neighboring hospitals, pharmacies, doctors coupled with 
use of  modern technologies and health seminars make St. 
Theresa hospital experience exceptional. 

The dedicated and informed workforce strive to make and 
achieve the Theme “KIDNEY HEALTH TO ALL”   

Phillip Kirimi is a Registered Clinical Officer in Outpatient 
department

By Phillip Kirimi

A	Component	for	Kidney	Health	to	AllA	Component	for	Kidney	Health	to	All
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My experience going through surgery during the pandemic 

Never in my wildest dreams had I ever thought that at some 

point in my life I would develop a serious and life-threatening 

medical condition that would later cause me to be wheeled into 

theatre. No one ever wants to imagine that part of  life cause of  

how scary and stressful it can be, or is there anyone? 

So, in 2015, I was diagnosed with an ovarian mass after my 

menses started being irregular and abnormally painful. Before 

the diagnosis, I had tried convincing myself  that it was 

probably just a hormonal imbalance caused by the stress of  

preparing for my final high school exams, but the reality was 

that I was unwell and I needed a medical solution in order to 

feel better. The gynecologist that was treating me at that time 

suggested I undergo laparoscopic surgery (This is a minimally 

invasive surgery that would involve less healing time compared to open 

surgery) but still, the surgery term scared me out of  my wits. 

I faithfully took up some hormonal balancing drugs that were 

prescribed by the gynecologist and these helped stabilize my 

health a bit. However, four years down the line after the 

diagnosis, I was still struggling with my Hb levels, my menses 

were a nightmare, fatigue was the order of  the day, and the size 

of  the mass was increasing at an unbelievable rate. 

In March 2020, I finally gained the courage to go forth with the 

surgery. It wasn't going to be laparoscopic anymore because 

the ovarian mass was humongous (more than 20 cm in diameter, 

you can imagine). My surgery was to be done at Kiirua Mission 

Hospital in Meru and it had been scheduled for 8th April 2020 

so, admission had to happen on 7th April 2020. The admission 

process was quite lengthy due to the Covid-19 guidelines that 

had to be observed, but finally, I was admitted and my mum 

left for Isiolo. 

Due to the pandemic that was at its peak at that time, I couldn't 

receive any visitors. This really broke my spirit since I am a very 

sociable person and I was sure I needed comfort from family 

and friends during this period. Even so, Kiirua hospital 

provided such a homely environment for me. The nurses in 

the private wing were the best! Everything from their warm 

reception during admission, constant check-ups on my 

progress after surgery, gentleness in administering injections 

to their prompt response to my constant distress calls, was 

simply amazing. 

I remember on the evening just after I got out of  the theatre, 

the catheter bag accidentally opened up and the urine poured 

out on my bed. I could feel there was something wet under the 

covers but I wasn't able to confirm what it was since I couldn't 

lift even an inch of  my body due to the pain from the surgical 

wound. Fortunately, one of  my favorite nurses during that 

period came in to check how I was doing and immediately 

checked the covers when I told him about it. He single-

handedly changed my beddings, helped me change into 

another gown, and made sure I was comfortable. They weren't 

kind because work ethics required them to be, but it's because 

they simply had tender and compassionate hearts, a trait that 

all medical practitioners should possess. 

I am grateful to all the amazing nurses and doctors I got to 

interact with. Thank you for being professional and human at 

the same time! Keep at it! You never know the lives you are 

touching through those simple actions

By Patricia Imelda

Testimonies…Testimonies…
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By Dr. Waititu Wachira

A year ago, I had never heard of  STMH-K; had not even given 
thought to Meru as a place I'd find myself  living in. I'd been 
thinking of  internship and the various places one could land 
in, of  course, but Meru? And yet, thinking about it now, I find 
it odd that I had never considered it. Such a good fit. I mean, 
I'm not crazy about the cold, but I am grateful I landed here. 
Life is odd; we don't know what we don't know. Which is what 
makes it so much more interesting. I found myself  in Internal 
Medicine almost by chance. I had lost out on going to other 
stations that were “prestigious” in my mind and settled on 
going down to Kilifi. Not terribly excited but I'd made my 
peace with it. I could do research down there after all with all 
the involvement that the place has with KEMRI-Welcome 
Trust, I consoled myself. But on the last day, my class 
representative told us about a new station opening up in the 
hinterland of  the former Eastern Province.

I decided to call the coordinator; with trepidation, of  course 
once I found out he was a Physician. I mean, who has not been 
on the receiving end of  the snobbish attitude of  Physicians. 
Must be all the thinking they do. I made the trip to Meru and 
was shown the place. 'It is so clean!' was my first thought. I 
mean I came from a top tier hospital where things worked, 
more or less (for a public hospital). But here, I was exposed to 
an almost otherworldly hospital environment. And two 
months later, I started off. Logistics had conspired and I found 
myself  in dreaded Internal Medicine.

Leaving school, I always wondered what people think when 
they specialize in Internal Medicine. Diabetes? Hypertension? 
Pneumonia? Such boring things. I mean, contrast those with 
the verve and pace of  Surgery, elbow deep in an abdomen, or 
staring at the pulsating wonder that is the human brain. The 
back breaking insane carpentry that is Ortho. Or bringing a 

new life into the world; hello Obstetrics. I mean, one makes a 
difference and knows they have, sometimes instantly it seems. 
But Internal Medicine? I wouldn't be caught dead, or so I 
thought. So I was shocked to find myself  liking it. I mean I 
knew for a fact, I was set for Surgery; Medicine was something 
I just had to endure. 

Medical school, especially that last year, is something else. One 
juggles a lot, or rather tries to. More often than not I found my 
mind wandering to worst case scenarios; what if  I didn't make 
it through. Now, with all the responsibilities of  a junior doctor, 
I realize just how good I had it. I could always leave because 
“the doctor would take care of  it”. Today there is no such 
luxury. I swim or sink with the patient. Happiness and grief  in 
equal measure! But do I regret my choice? Not  a chance! 
Reason, my teachers and the first department in which I found 
myself. I say teachers because they are everywhere; the nurses, 
physiotherapists etc. Most of  all, the Consultant; one is lucky 
to land in a place with a Physician who enjoys teaching and 
most importantly a good teacher. I was fortunate to find an 
excellent teacher. With a team that went out of  their way to 
make life easy. I made mistakes. But I am grateful that I was 
allowed to learn.  

And learn I did. I learnt to listen to the nurses. They have a lot 
of  wisdom to impart, if  one has the sense to listen, that is. I 
confess, I may not have listened often enough early on, but I 
soon learnt to shut up when these voices of  reason spoke up. 
That's not to say that they were right all the time, but they 
would be right even when they weren't. I have learnt that 

A Ridiculous and Confused Account 
of  Internship in Internal Medicine

~ Date of  Approval by the KMPDC 
    as an internship center 
    5th October 2021

~ Date of  reporting of  the first group of  
    the Medical Officer interns
    5th January 2022
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things are not as black and white as one thinks; in school, the 
student thinks they are very smart knowing multiple 
differentials when an Intern is being questioned. But sweat 
through a diagnosis, finding support for and arguments against 
and we can talk. Be confronted by a bleeder requiring you to 
know the why; why so much bleeding so much so fast. Is it just 
the wound? Is the blood too thin? Is it sepsis? I have since 
come to appreciate Roosevelt's “Man in the Arena” speech. 
Until one has been blank when most needed, then one has not 
practiced medicine. For it is practice in every sense of  the 
word. And Internship is nothing other than an apprenticeship; 
and a start to that practice. 

So what does one do when a patient hyperventilates? Or has 
difficulty breathing? Help them breath, thick head, of  course. 
But I was taught to wonder why, and to ponder on the how of  
it. Once the bug bit, of  course, Internal Medicine or iMed, as 
my classmates and fellow medical students countrywide call it, 
found a whole new appeal. HIV was not just a disease to suffer 
through and endure. It was a mysterious invader of  the human 
(and simian) frame. One that,  if  cracked, might even provide 
an answer to the other foe, Cancer. The way the virus 
insinuates itself  into the genome is almost heaven sent to show 
how to deal with malignancy, if  only we can replicate it. 

Need surgery? Turns out one needs clearance, and not by the 
Surgeon. Even almighty anesthesia bows to Internal Medicine 
in this. And with the advances in minimally invasive 
interventions, turns out the Physician is no longer just limited 
to thinking about solutions but actively trying them out in 
person. Who ever thought valves would one day not be the 
exclusive forte of  the Cardiac Surgeon. Medicine offers a 
preview of  what the future holds. And all this, I say, is because I 
landed in this tiny enclave outside Meru town. Medicine just 
works. Is the patient coughing? What else could it be other 
than respiratory complaint? Possibly cardiac? Why not just 
check, after all the Echocardiograph is available. 

That is not to say that it's all rosy. Sometimes one knows what 
ails a patient but is restricted in terms of  care that one can 
offer. Medicaments are expensive. I have had to learn that just 
because I can give whatever while the patient is in the ward, 
does not mean they will afford it when they leave.
The first time I handled a Heart Failure patient, I was 
bewildered at the readmission rates. Turns out I was practicing 
Hospital Medicine, optimizing the patient very well in-patient 
without considering the socioeconomic punch of  the patient. 
Many times, my professors at school implored me to consider 
the socioeconomics of  a patient. It was a lesson I had to 
relearn. 

What I am most appreciative of  especially is Critical Care. 
Many names have been fashioned to try and explain what goes 
on in a critical care department; but the oldest and simplest of  
them captures the very essence of  it- life support. I consider 
myself  well trained in this. The credit goes to the nurses 
(always willing to help, teaching, laughing off  one's 
misadventures), the Medical Officers who were a pleasant 
surprise guiding and teaching. Most impressively learning 
together, never assuming the know it all attitude. And the 
consultants; in Critical Care I experienced multi-disciplinary 
care as it should happen. Surgery, Paediatrics, Medicine. And 
of  course fellow interns and me, bumbling along. All for one 
and one for all. 

Internal Medicine is where I came into my own. It's where I 
became a doctor. I wouldn't change it for the world. 

Dr. Waititu Wachira is a Medical Officer Intern at our facility
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Luke 9: 37-42 “On the next day when they came down from the mountain a large crowd met him” 
Do you know why? Because there was a man who needed His healing through faith. St. Theresa Mission Hospital- Kiirua 

operates with the same principles. Our medical personnel offer their best in treating our clients but the divine intervention 

through prayers and faith does the healing. 

As a hospital we participate in answering to the call of  Jesus that; (“They may all have life and have it in fullness” John 10: 10) that is 

the vision that Jesus had and wants His followers to carry out the mission Luke 4: 16-19. To fulfill that vision, as the chaplaincy 

we have experienced this healing power of  God. In faith and prayer we journey with our patients encouraging them to trust in 

the Lord who is the giver of  life. He allows us to go through difficult challenges that enable us to totally surrender to His 

Divine will. We instill hope in our patients knowing that God means good to us.

Faith is that active confidence in God who has revealed Himself  to be the healer. He heals simply with a touch. Luke 4:38-39: 

through the anointing i.e. the sacrament of  the anointing of  the sick, the priest administers the healing touch of  Jesus Christ. 

It's my prayer that the office of  the chaplaincy will continue offering this service to the people of  God by praying with the 

sick in faith and touching them with the anointing of  the Holy oil. May the healing powers be felt through our medical 

personnel as they render their services through love, joyfully and happily in peace.

SPIRITUAL	CORNER	SPIRITUAL	CORNER	

Jesus Who Heals Through Faith
Fr.  David Wanyama, Hospital Chaplain 
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……it was an outstanding year!

Peace champions 

From spreading the peace message in an election year,

to stretching a helping hand in the community,

Cycling for peace

   Community involvement 
   Prayers.

      Screening and free medical camps 

Peace champions 

17
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Laparascopic surgeries

and expanding our services as per the needs of  time,

The awards came too!

Oncology unit 

The hospital choir celebrating victory

Critical care unit

the cake moments were symbols of  our success.

18
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All worth celebrating as we implement our next 
5 year plan!

19

The 2023/2027 Strategic Planning Committee

We've been a great team STMH-K. Cheers!!!!
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Mental Health among 
Medical Professionals

In as much as mental health is now a common phrase in our society, 

most people don't know what exactly it is. Social and financial 

circumstances, adverse childhood experiences, biological factors, 

and underlying medical conditions can all shape a person's mental 

health. 

Everyone is at some risk of  developing a mental health disorder, 

regardless of  age, sex, income, profession or ethnicity. Medics and other medical professionals are 

therefore not an exemption when it comes to mental health. Come to think of  it, they actually are 

among the most vulnerable groups, considering their line of  work, working environment and what 

they encounter daily in their working stations. They however do not talk about it freely because of  

the stigma around it.

Data from studies across the world suggest that health-care professionals are prone to developing 

mental health problems such as depression, anxiety and substance abuse. Further, it has been shown 

that occupational stress is often associated with emotional exhaustion, which can lead to the loss of  

enthusiasm for work, feeling helpless, trapped, and defeated. Medical professionals are also prone to 

abuse various substances and develop substance-use disorders. Studies have shown a high 

prevalence of  nicotine dependence and use of  other substances such as alcohol and cannabis. 

Medics, ever busy at their working stations, encounter very stressful situations which they barely talk 

about. Such instances greatly contribute to stress, depression and anxiety, factors that affect their 

mental health and disrupt their routine. It is important to note that good mental health depends on a 

delicate balance of  factors and that several elements may contribute to developing these disorders. 

Frequently reported occupational stressors among medical professionals are those intrinsic to the 

job, those related to patient demands, feeling overburdened, related to roles within the organization, 

and those related to relationships at work and career development.

By Ndegwa Maina

MENTAL	HEALTHMENTAL	HEALTH

Mental health refers 
to cognitive, behavioral, 

and emotional well-being of  
an individual. It is all about how 

people think, feel, and behave which 
in turn affect their daily living, 

work life, relationships 
and physical health
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Many healthcare workers place the well-being of  others before 

self. On the surface, this dedication to patients may seem 

admirable. However, it can ultimately be harmful if  it delays or 

prevents workers from getting the help that they need for their 

own health and well-being. 

They may also consider the various methods for managing 

mental health problems with the understanding that treatment 

is highly individual, and what works for one person may not 

work for another. The individual needs to work closely with a 

doctor who can help them identify their needs and provide 

suitable treatment.

Looking after ones mental health can preserve their ability to 

enjoy life. Doing this involves balancing life activities, 

responsibilities, and efforts to achieve psychological resilience. 

Medics therefore, just like everyone else needs to be on the 

lookout for their mental well-being. They need to take a break 

when overwhelmed, seek professional help, and talk about 

their experiences whether with a mental health practitioner or 

someone close and trustworthy. This is possible when all 

concerned realize and come to terms that it's okay not being 

okay.

Some treatment options include: 

• Psychotherapy: or talking therapies which help people

 understand the root of  their mental illness and start to

 work on more healthy thought patterns that support 

 everyday living.

• Medication: Some people take prescribed medications,

 such as antidepressants, antipsychotic and anxiolytic

 drugs.

• Self-help: This may mean changing one's lifestyle to

 facilitate wellness. Such changes can include reducing 

 substances and alcohol intake, sleeping more, and eating

 better. People may also need to take time away from work

 or resolve issues with personal relationships that may be

 causing damage to their mental health.

A lot of  emphasis should be put in when it comes to 

preserving and restoring mental health among medical 

professionals. Their mental well-being enables them to cope 

with the stresses of  life, realize their abilities, learn well and 

work well, and are hence able to contribute to their community 

effectively.

There has been a call across the globe to put in all possible 

measures to preserve and enhance resilience of  healthcare 

workers. Managers in the medical world should proactively 

take steps to protect the mental well-being of  their staff.

 Ndegwa Maina, is our Resident Psychologist
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'Mishe': 
How Curiosity Made 
a Mortician

I find him right in the middle of  cleaning the 

preservation room and quickly dash out to wait for him 

in his office. He joins me a few minutes later and sits 

behind his desk with a curious look on his face. That's 

my cue and in no time we are having a lively 

conversation, all eeriness put behind me.

Meet Robert Kinyua, popularly known as Mishe, St. Theresa 

Mission hospital’s Mortician for over a decade now. Robert 

was initially a business man who ferried goods along the 

Meru-Nanyuki highway. Along the route he made a friend 

who worked as a mortician in Nanyuki and was later 

transferred to Meru level 5. One day while visiting his friend 

at work, he got curious and decided to go in and see what a 

dead person looked like. He was initially scared but after 

watching his friend work, he got fascinated and went back 

severally just to watch and learn and as he says…the rest is 

history. He joined the institution in 2010 and has no regrets 

to date. He says it's been a journey of  growth for the 

institution and him as well. 

“We've come a long way” he says. 

“When I first came here, our capacity 

was 6 bodies which could only be kept 

for a maximum 3 days because there 

were no freezers. Post mortems could 

also not be done because we lacked the 

equipment. It was nothing compared to 

the modern morgue we currently have.”

By Carol Wanjiku 

STAFF	HIGHLIGHTSSTAFF	HIGHLIGHTS

'Mishe' at work
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A typical working day for him begins with checking his equipment and machines and cleaning. The rest of  the schedule varies 

in order but involves preservation of  any new bodies, attending to relatives, assisting in post mortems, releasing of  bodies for 

burial and some clerical work. His office is not short of  drama as he deals with the emotions of  grieving relatives, dispute 

among family, and the frenzy of  swapped bodies among others. However, over the years he has learnt to be very calm in any 

situation, handle what he can and ask for intervention where he can't.      

When he is not in the morgue, you will find him helping in the farm and around the hospital compound. He is a jack of  most 

trades around here and he proudly masters them. I ask if  he finds this exhausting and he says that he is happy being busy and 

occupied because it helps keep him sane. 

Speaking of  sanity…I ask if  the myths around morticians are true; do they have nightmares? Do they have to be drugged to 

work? He smiles and tells me that those are just beliefs. He personally has no nightmares and does not take any hard drugs so 

as to work. He however notes that the job takes an emotional toll on you because inside here are lost people carrying lost 

dreams and opportunities. He says he feels most saddened by children and young people. 

I asked if  he's had anyone resurrect as some morgue stories go. He swears this is a very common question from people and 

luckily for him, he has not experienced that yet. The closest he came to this was a prank played on him a few years ago by 

someone who snicked in at night when he was on call, hid and feigned resurrection. He laughs at the memory and says it 

scared him a tiny bit. I don't dispute his claim of  not being very scared, but the look on his face says it might have been a big 

scare. 

His large 6 foot frame can be intimidating, top that with being inside a morgue and he says that he notices the initial fear on 

anyone who meets him at work for the first time. They however warm up to him as they interact. I laugh at a mental image of  

the undertaker. Outside work, some people including family are scared of  him by virtue of  what he does. He says that even 

dating was not easy and some openly expressed their fear of  being killed in their sleep. Stigma is something he has had to deal 

with over the years and he says it never gets easier. 

During the covid-19 pandemic it was worse as people stayed away from him in fear that he had the virus by the nature of  his 

work. There have been moments when this stigmatization has almost made him quit work but he somehow still finds strength 

each new day to get to work and do his best to care for people in death, a job most would not have the courage to do. 

He says, 

“If  we do our work the right way, 

then everything we do can become 

a work of  art.”
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“…..from everyone who has been given much, 
much will be required…” Luke 12:48

The above bible verse could describe the weight of  expectation on leaders. Becoming a good leader  might sound easy 

on paper but it is doesn't come easy. It is a lot of  hard work. That is why they are very many great books and seminars on 

leadership. The bible too has many verses that give us glints on how to be better leaders. But what makes a good leader? 

To shed some light on this, I had a chat with Daniel Kinoti, the Deputy Nursing Services Manager of  the Medical- Paediatric wing 

in STMH-K. Dan, as he is famously known, was given his current leadership position at a time when the Medical-Paediatric wing 

was not anyone's favorite place, clients and staff  included; a time when the wing  was the 'sick man' of  the hospital. Months later, a 

lot of  positive transformation was witnessed. So what brought about the turn-around? 

24
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1.  Who is Dan?

I tend to think of  myself  as the typical guy-next door with a 

touch of  humility and ambition. 

2.  Why did you choose nursing as a career?

When I completed my K.C.S.E, I really didn't have a career 

in mind. I decided to do odd jobs while I pondered my 

decision. It was during this time that I lost a close relative 

because they lacked the needed hospital care. This really 

pained me and I made the decision to become a nurse so 

that I could be in that gap and save someone in future. 

3.  When did you join STMH-K?

I came here in December 2017.

4. Describe your journey working here. 

I was first stationed in surgical ward where I met a great 

team that was able to guide me through the ropes and made 

settling in easy. A year and a half  later, I was given the role 

of  a covering nurse. The role however meant that I would 

move from surgical to medical ward. This was not a thrill 

because medical ward was not a ward anyone wanted to 

work in then. I moved grudgingly and to say the least it was 

not a pleasant stay. In the beginning of  2020 I was moved to 

the ICU/HDU unit and it was a welcome relief  that was 

short lived because a few months later I was moved back to 

medical and this time round I just vowed to try be at home 

there. And here we are!

5. How did you end up being the deputy nursing services manager in a 

ward that you initially didn't like working in? 

The ward had a period where there was no manager and 

during this time we tried to keep things afloat with the two 

other covering nurses in the department. This was not 

enough because there were some gaps that only a defined 

leader could fill. I was asked to take up the position and for 

a long time I refused the responsibility feeling that I was not 

fit enough. But one fine day in November 2021, in a 

moment of  clarity I just asked myself  why everyone else 

believed I could handle it except me.

6. What was the secret to healing the 'sick man' of  the hospital? 

I cannot take any credit for this. It has all been teamwork. I 

realized all that was needed was a change in attitude and 

from there we worked together to build on our strengths, 

worked on our weaknesses, supported and encouraged each 

other. A lot of  support was also accorded to me from the 

management and especially the Nursing Services Manager. 

7. Describe a bad day.

These types of  days usually come when there is more than 

one very critical patient in the ward. There is usually so 

much to do with so little time, and their outcomes are 

usually unpredictable. On such days I wish I could clone 

myself  so that I can be in more than one place at the same 

time. 

8. How do you resolve conflict between staff  or handle upset clients?

The first and most important thing is listening without 

taking sides. From there I lay solutions on the table and we 

agree on the best course of  action. It's usually never easy to 

find a middle ground nor is achieving satisfaction on both 

ends, and I admit I've made my share of  mistakes, but along 

the way we learn, unlearn and relearn so that whatever 

decision is made at the end of  the day is the best especially 

on patient care. 

9. How do you handle work pressure?

I have learnt that prioritizing usually works best when you 

have a lot to do within a limited amount of  time. And after 

a long day, I go home, unwind and recharge for the next day

. 

10. What qualities should a good leader have and any advice to anyone 

in a leadership position?

A good leader among many things should be humble, 

impartial, empathetic and a team player. They should also 

own up to mistakes and be open to learning. At the end of  

the day, we all want a leader and not a tyrant. 
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The Smile Poem - Dale Carnegie

with Carol & Regnold 

Fun,	Facts	&	In	Betweens	Fun,	Facts	&	In	Betweens	

• Why is an eye doctor like a teacher?

• What would you call a small wound?

• Two girls were born to the same mother, on the same day,

  at the same time, in the same month and year and yet

  they are not twins. How can this be?

• When they take out an appendix, it's an appendectomy,

  when they remove tonsils its tonsillectomy. 

 What is it when they remove growth from your hair?

• A doctor and a bus driver are both in love with the same woman.  

 The driver gives the woman 10 apples before he goes for a 10 day trip.  

 Why? 

      Find your answers;

A short cut, they are in a set of 

triplets, they both test pupils, an 

apple a day keeps the doctor a way, 

a haircut

It costs nothing but creates much,   

It enriches those who receive without making poor those who give.

It only takes a moment but the memory sometimes lasts forever.  

None is so rich and mighty to live without it

None is so poor that they cannot be made rich by it.

Yet a smile cannot be bought, begged, borrowed or stolen

It is something that is of  no value to anyone until it is freely given.

Some people are too tired to give you a smile, give them one of  yours.

None needs a smile so much as someone who has none left to give.

Smile!
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Did you know……?
 A sneeze generates a wind of 166 km/hr,
 and a cough moves at 100km/hr.

   It's impossible to sneeze with your eyes open!

     If you could save all the times your eyes blink in 
      one lifetime and use them all at once, 
             you would see blackness for 1.2 years!

       You burn more calories while sleeping 
              than you do when watching television.

           Women blink nearly twice as much as men!

              The aorta, the largest artery in the body, 
               is almost the diameter of a garden hose pipe.

                    Capillaries on the other hand are so small that it
                   take ten of them to equal the thickness of 
                  human hair?

               Your body has about 5.6 liters of blood and 
              this 5.6 liters of blood circulates through the body
             three times every minute?

            The tooth is the only part of the human body that      
           cannot heal and repair by its own

          A fetus acquires finger prints at the age of 
         three months

       Our brain has over 100 billion nerve cells
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Pic Story...
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Music, dance, food, fashion and a general air of  cheerfulness 

marked the launch of  our 2023/2027 strategic plan on 

Saturday, 1st October 2022. The joint event celebrating the 

strategic launch, St. Theresa feast Day and also our hospital's 

milestones through the years was held at the hospital's grounds 

and was a splendid sight to behold. 

An array of  programs that included a holy mass, tree planting, 

opening of  the oncology unit, entertainment and informative 

sessions, speeches, gifts, culinary dishes and cake provided the 

perfect blend to the day. Throughout the day, the euphoric 

wave among the invited guests and staff  was something that 

even the bright sun could not melt. At some point even the 

chief  guest, Mr. Brian Mugambi, (NHIF Regional Director) 

and our main mass celebrant, Rt. Rev Salesius Mugambi 

(Bishop of  the Catholic Diocese of  Meru) put on their dancing 

shoes and showed us some moves!

The journey to this day had been one of  careful planning, 

unwavering commitment, self- sacrifice and great team work. 

This was shown right from the initial stages of  collection of  

ideas from the staff  and selection of  a representative 

committee, through the mind-boggling days of  consolidating 

the ideas into a solid document that would steer us through the 

next 5 years and the rest of  the series of  plans and 

implementations that led us right to the launch day. The event 

was a testament that indeed all is well that ends well. 

Pomp and color as Strategic Plan is Launched 
News	&	EventsNews	&	Events
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“A preferred hospital offering responsive and holistic quality 
healthcare, teaching and referral services” is our Vision 
statement.

STMH-K finally being upgraded to a level 5 healthcare 

facility makes us a teaching and referral facility at par with 

other level 5 facilities in the country. This means we can 

offer a wider scope of  services, specialized care and  

surgeries like spine surgery, joint replacement surgery and 

delicate brain surgeries and oncology services all covered 

by NHIF.

This coming after our commencement of  Medical 

internship training and opening of  the ultramodern 

critical care unit means the quality of  care we offer to our 

patients has risen to level warranting this recognition and 

licensing. 

Having been approved as an internship and training 

center, we receive medical students of  different levels, i.e 

Medical officer interns, Clinical officer interns, Nursing 

students, Registrars (Surgeons in Training), and 

Anesthetist students among others. They are now able to 

acquire a wide range of  skills and knowledge to enable 

them to be competent in the medical field. We also have a 

wider platform for training and learning.

We welcome all clients 

to sample our services.

Finally We are at Level V!
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Oncology Unit: The Newest Kid 
on the STMH-K Block

Owing to the increase in cancer burden in 
our country, and especially Meru County; the 
hospital felt the need to start offering 
oncology services to help reduce this burden 
by training oncology nurses, establishing an 
oncology unit and engaging an oncologist. 

Seeking approval from the National Cancer 
Institute (NCI) to be able to offer this service and 
seeking approval from NHIF to include 
chemotherapy package for our facility were 
among the other efforts. And all these efforts 
bore fruits. 

During the launch of  the 2023-2027 Hospital Strategic Plan, 
the unit was officially opened by Dr. Peter Kamunyo (Chief  
Executive Officer, NHIF).

We are now able to offer:
• Preventive services: 
 Screening for Cervical and Breast in MCH clinic in
 outpatient, sensitization through Outreach clinics,
 screening and follow-up of  suspicious cases
• Diagnostic services: 
 Bone marrow aspiration (BMA)
 Oesophagogastroduodenoscopy (OGD), 
 Colposcopy, CT scan, and tissue biopsies.

• Curative services: 
 Cancer surgery and chemotherapy administration.

The unit has a bed capacity of  12, fully equipped with the 
current bio safety cabinet, medical equipment and a fully 
stocked oncology pharmacy. 

The department is manned by a multi disciplinary team who 
include a Consultant Oncologist Dr. Calvin Abuya, a Resident 
Physician Dr. Nixon Omulimi, oncology nurses among others. 
The Oncology outpatient clinic runs every Tuesday starting at 
8:00 am to 12:00 noon. 

Chemotherapy administration is done on Tuesdays as well but 
can be done any other day depending on patients' need.

We appreciate all our clients for trusting us to take care of  their 
health and are looking forward to expanding our services.      
 
Aileen Naliakho is an Oncology Nurse
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“Good afternoon, we take this opportunity to congratulate St. Theresa Mission Hospital - Kiirua for emerging second runners up for the Award of  
Excellence in Response to Covid-19 Category at the second Quality Healthcare Kenyan Awards 2021. We are grateful that you took the time to 
participate in this year's awards, and we hope that you enjoyed the virtual awards ceremony experience.” 
The email that came in on 9th April 2021, It was a good try. It was the first time anyway; we try again the next year.

The Quality Healthcare Kenyan Awards in partnership with the Ministry of  health takes a health systems strengthening approach 

to improve the standards of  health service delivery by honoring excellence and innovation in the health sector, advocating for high 

quality health systems and promoting a culture of  continuous Quality Improvement.

7th April 2022 at a premier Black Tie Gala Dinner, there were 14 winners who participated in the 14 categories and the People's 

choice awards- best faith based hospital category, was the last category to be announced. The butterflies kicked in as soon as the 

Emcee started announcing the winner in the first category.  And now the moment we had been waiting for “The winner of  the Best 

Faith Based Hospital is…. (Drum rolls)… at this exact moment, my stomach churned and my eyesight seemed to get a little 

cloudy.)...St Theresa Mission Hospital -Kiirua” announced Mwaniki Mageria (a media personality and the Emcee of  the day). The 

excitement could not be explained in words, having traveled all the way from Meru to Safari park hotel, Nairobi with the hope of  

taking the trophy back home.

The privilege of  dinning with the “who is who” in Kenya, the entertainment, the meals… It was a glamorous event that I would 

definitely want to attend again and again.  

We are grateful to everyone who believed in us and participated by taking their time to vote for us as the best Faith-Based hospital in 

Kenya. We shall participate again come next year with the confidence of  bringing the trophy back home again!!

Quality Healthcare Kenyan
 Awards
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St Theresa Mission Hospital - Kiirua CEO Sr Mary Agnes, Hospital PRO Susan Wainaina (in black) 
and a client representative receiving the Award.

By Wambui Wainaina
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Clinic Day     Time

Surgical Outpatient Clinic (SOPC) Every Tuesday and Thursday 8am - 12pm

thNeurosurgery Outpatient Clinic 4  Friday of  every month 8am - 12pm

Paediatric Outpatient Clinic (POPC) Every Tuesday and Thursday 8am - 12pm 

ndUrology Outpatient Clinic Every 2  Thursday of  every month 9am - 12pm

Orthopaedic Outpatient Clinic Every Wednesday and Friday 8am - 12pm

Physician Outpatient Clinic Every Tuesday and Thursday 8am - 12pm

Oncology Clinic Every Tuesday 8am - 12pm

Gynecology Outpatient Clinic (GOPC) Every Wednesday and Friday 8am - 12pm

Medical Outpatient Clinic(MO) Monday to Friday 8am - 5pm

Eye Clinic Monday to Friday 8am - 5pm

OGDs & Colonoscopy Every Wednesday 8am - 12pm

Cardiac Clinic 

Echo (Echocardiogram) Monday to Friday 9am - 4pm

ECG (Electrocardiagraphy)

Holter ECG

Counselling & Psychology Clinic Monday to Friday 9am - 4pm

Dental Outpatient Clinic Monday to Saturday 8am - 5pm

Diabetic & Hypertensive Clinic Tuesday & Wednesday 8am - 12pm

ENT Clinic Monday to Friday 8am - 5pm

Nephrology Clinic Alternate Saturdays 8am - 12pm

Plastic Surgery Clinic Alternate Fridays 8am - 12pm  
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Special Thanks to

and all other partners.

Little	sisters	of	
St.	Therese	of	The	Child	Jesus



ST. THERESA MISSION HOSPITAL – KIIRUA 
P. O. Box 2095-60200, MERU 

Email: info@sttheresahosp-kiirua.com | Tel: +254 727 811 041 | +254 703 726 321

www.sttheresahosp-kiirua.com

Mandate
Our Mandate is to Offer quality healthcare services 

and train healthcare professionals.

Vision 

A preferred hospital offering responsive and holistic quality healthcare, 

teaching and referral services.

Mission 

To be a witness of  God's merciful love by offering affordable and sustainable 

quality healthcare through motivated workforce in accordance with social 

teachings of  the Catholic Church and set professional standards.

Core Values
• Merciful Love

• Honesty & Intergrity

• Professionalism & Ethics

• Teamwork & Partnerships

• Diversity, Equity & Inclusivity

2023-2027 Hospital Strategic Goals
• Client Experience

• Staff  welfare

• Hospital sustainability




